
Supercharge 
Snowflake governance 

By combining Corlytics’ digitized regulations service with Solidatus’ advanced 
governance and lineage capabilities, joint customers can map global regulations to 
their entire data estates, aligning them with systems, policies, processes, and personnel. 
With this framework in place, they can perform real-time assessments of regulatory 
changes, demonstrate full compliance, and streamline their processes.  

Create a holistic view of compliance
� Create a connected, regulatory data blueprint by automatically integrating metadata from disparate inventories 

such as policies, reports, processes, systems, dataflows, and risk and controls.
� Link internal policies to relevant regulatory texts and enable policy owners to show that they are suitable and 

accurate. 
� Provide total transparency for executive decisionmakers, board members and regulators, showing that critical 

data and underlying sources are well-known and controlled.

Conduct rapid regulatory impact assessments
� Review up-to-date regulations and highlight the impacts of changes in regulatory texts with your organization, 

tailoring them to specific business areas and requirements. 
� By presenting targeted perspectives of regulatory changes on data environments, front-office staff can gain a 

better understanding of their impact, allowing them to seize business opportunities ahead of competitors, and 
drive operations more efficiently.
� Identify and understand any differences in the responses to regulatory requirements and move towards more 

consistent, coherent, and efficient regulatory reporting.

� Gain access to more than 2,000,000 regulatory  
texts across 1700 regulators.
� Map over 5000 digitized regulations, rulebooks and 

laws - all of which are updated automatically. 

� Cut costs by 75% by reducing time-intensive,  
manual compliance work.
� Enhance reporting consistency and efficiency by 

reusing standardized compliance assets across 
regulations and regulators.

Front-to-back 
compliance

https://hubs.ly/Q01-GN1F0
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Collaborate across teams and build data literacy
� Coordinate, control and plan change throughout your organization regardless of the type of system, the data in 

use, where it is or who owns it. 
� Reduce your dependency on key regulatory compliance experts.
� Keep a complete audit trail of all changes, automatically maintained, with powerful visualization functionality to 

display all differences along a timeline.

We’d love to hear your data 
challenges and show you 
how Solidatus can help. For a 
personalized consultation and 
demo, visit solidatus.com or 
email us at hello@solidatus.com

Navigate an index of Corlytic’s regulatory database in Solidatus by location.

Scan to see Solidatus and Corlytics at work

Find out how to best navigate the model by watching a short video by clicking here.
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